ABSTRACT. In this paper, we investigate the convergence of the rows (with fixed denominator degrees) of the rational interpolations to a meromorphic function. We give an explicit algorithm for determining when convergence is guaranteed and obtain rates of convergence in the appropriate cases. Furthermore, we show some applications of our results to the zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials.
Introduction
Let n m denote the collection of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most m. A rational function r m , n (z) is said to be of type (m, n) if, for p m G n m and q n G n n , If f(z) is analytic at z = 0 (in this paper, when we say f(z) is analytic at ZQ, we mean that f(z) is analytic in a neighborhood of ZQ), then for each pair of non-negative integers (n,/x), there exist polynomials Pn,n( z ) ^ n n and Qn^(z) (^ 0) G n M such that 
Theorem A. Let f(z) be analytic at z = 0 and meromorphic with precisely /J, poles (counting multiplicity) in the disk \z\ < p. Let D denote the domain obtained from \z\ < p by deleting the /JL poles of f(z). Then for n sufficiently large, the Pade approximant [n/p](z) of type (n,/j,) satisfies
be a triangular system of points (not necessarily distinct). Define the associated polynomials J+i "K*):=n(*-0f) on AG)^!^,^,...,^}, l>0.
i=i If f(z) is analytic in A(n + /i) for each pair of non-negative integers (n, fi), then there exist polynomials p n^ G n n and q n^ (^ 0) E 11^ such that f(z)qnA z )-PnA z ) Un+v(z) is analytic in the set A(n + AO-We call the rational function Pn,n{z)/q n^( z) a multipoint Pade approximant of type (n,/z). It is unique and denoted by R n^( z) = Rn,fj, (/? A(n + /x); z). For multipoint Pade approximant, we have an analogue of Theorem A due to Saff (cf. [8] ).
In this paper, we will extend Theorem A and its analogue to the general case where the degree of the denominator of the interpolation does not equal the number of poles of the approximated function f(z). We will state our main theorem and give notation in Section 2. The proof of the main theorem will be given in Section 3. The divergence in the complement set is discussed in Section 4. For the rational interpolation rows not satisfying our criteria, we will give an example in Section 5 to explain the complexity of convergence. Furthermore, an example of an application is shown in Section 6.
Results on the multipoint Pade approximants
Here we will study the behavior of rational interpolation on a more general point set E than on a disk. We assume that E is connected and equal to the closure of the interior of a finite number of mutually exterior Jordan curves Ci, C2,..., Ck-Each d is of class A, i.e., each Ci can be represented parametrically in terms of arc length s by x = x(s), y = y(s) where x(s) and y(s) possess second derivatives with respect to s which satisfy a Lipschitz condition of some positive order in s. We summarize these assumptions by saying that E has Property A. Furthermore, let G(z) be the Green's function of K := C\E having a pole at infinity, A be the logarithmic capacity for the point set £", and set r,:={ 2 ;G( 2 )=logp}, E p :=mt(T p ), H(z) :=-^+i^-. 
Theorem 1. Suppose E has property A. Let p be a fixed positive number, f(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely p, (> 0) poles (counting multiplicity) in
Before stating Definition 1, we introduce some needed notation. Here [a;] stands for the integer part of x and an empty sum is defined to be zero. Let
It is straightforward to verify that the points vi satisfy vo
hi where the intervals are pairwise disjoint. We remark that some of the intervals // may be empty. Definition 1. For a fixed z/, 0 < u < ^m-i? let //,/ = l(u), be the unique interval containing z/. Set
We say that u is good if ^ = 0 or qi = si. If 0 < v < V2m-i is not good, we say that i/ is bad.
Next, for good z/, we specify the quantities {pu,i} mentioned in Theorem 1.
Definition 2.
Given a good z/, we first determine the number I such that v € //; then, for this I = Z(z/), we consider two cases in Definition 1.
. ._ I fe J + ^i,2m-Z + ^2m-/+l, 1 < 2 < 2m -/; I n, 2m -I < i < m. I r-j, 2m -I < i < m.
We have some remarks about our definitions.
Remark. We assume that /(z) has fj, poles in J5p and V2m-i poles on F^ in our Theorem 1. The analogue of Theorem A guarantees that the rational interpolation rows {RnA*)}^ and { R n,ii+v2m-i( z )}%Lo converge. Here, for 0 < u < V2m-u we are trying to find which "intermediate" row {i? nj/x+I/ (^)}^_ 0 converges or which i/ is good. We divide the integer interval [0, V2m-i] into 2m -1 intervals {//}. Each nonempty interval has at least one good v. Definition 1 gives explicit criteria for whether v is good or not. For example, gi = 0, so all u G h are good. The same is true for ^ £ hm-i-And if v is one of Vi for 1 < i < m, then u is good. Furthermore, if ri -r.2 is odd, then all v G I2 are good. In fact, it is simple to write a program to compute all good v and to verify if a given v is good or bad for the input ri, r2,..., r , m .
Proof of the main theorem
To prove Theorem 1, we need a Lemma first. We will let L n _ l _ //+l/ (/i(j2); 5;) denote the unique polynomial of degree < n + // + z/ which interpolates h(z) on the set A(n + /x + ^). 
n-*oo (r -l)!(r + A:)
where L(z) does not depend on n.
Proof. Write 
where Pn,2(^) is a polynomial of degree z -1. The equivalence of (11) 
uniformly on each compact subset of K, and by induction, we can prove (proof of Theorem 1, [7] ) that
iim n-^^WnwW = (-im*r,
uniformly on each compact subset of K. Thus, we get
Furthermore, by (12), we get for k > 0 that 
k~1JrV F(z) is analytic and not zero at z = a, thus we have
(r-fc+l-.z+j) (j) , v _
T-i/i^) r^^i = 1
Jim n-^-^^^^^a) = ^lim n^g^k(a) = 0, for j > 0.
If A: > r -i/+l, then (z -a) k~1+l/ F(z) is analytic and has a zero of order k -(r -z/ + l) at z = a. Hence, there exits a cr > p such that (2 -a) /c_1+I/ F(>2:) is analytic in E'o-. By the Hermite formula, 
j is an integer such that pj > 0 and 1 < j < m, where /o(^), ^i(^) are analytic on E p ] if any rj -fc +1 -pj, r^ -2pi is less than 1, then the corresponding sum is empty. We define any empty sum to be zero.
We cannot guarantee the existence of the limit with Mi < |a; n+/i+l/ (ai)/a; n+/x+l/ (aj)| < M2 and oti ^ aj when i ^ j; however, we have
n->oo
For i = j, we expand the right side of (12) in a neighborhood of o^ and differentiate
Then, since j is an integer such that pj > 0 and 1 < j < m,
where
m). Combining this with (18)-(22), if
limsup n -max{(r-i -fc-P , +S ),(r i -2 Pj+S )}j 3 
With all these preparations, now we are ready to consider the multipoint Fade approximation of type (n, u) for f(z) and good v, 0 < v < X^i 7 **-We will examine three cases separately. 
If i/ = 0, the theorem is true according to Saff (cf. [8] ). We now discuss the case z/ > 1. Suppose /i = 0. Let
We shall choose the proper coefEcients fli > 1 < fe < ^5 so that the polynomial (^ -ai)^ is a factor of /i n (^). For this purpose, we need to find a non-trivial solution (a^ , a^ , •.
•, av) T for the linear system
fc=l
To save space, we denote Mtxs -( m j,A;) 7= i2 t'k=i2 s ^o r a ma trix with t rows and s columns. Let
Yn := (flg^Cai)^ ", Noticing that ri -2v > r-z > 0 and ri -v > v by (25), we obtain
where the specific form of the constant d v and the non-zero determinant D v are given in [5] . Thus, for n large enough, det(A n^x i/) / 0. Hence, the linear system (26) has the unique solution for sufficiently large n. Furthermore, X* := (n^a^ , n 17-1^ , • • • ?
satisfying A^J /Xu X^ = Y*, and it has a finite limit
where dj, ^ and Z)i ^ are constants depending only on k and v. From this, we see that for each compact set Q of the plane
Now set R n^( z) := h n (z)/{q n (z)(z -ai) 1 '}. Then, by our choice of the coefficients a^'s, we know that R n^( z) is a rational function of type (n, i/), and q n (z) is not zero inside E for n large enough from (29). Hence, Rn,v{z) must interpolate f(z) on the set A(n + ^). Moreover, from Lemma 1
/(*)
h n (z)
We have proved the results for /i = 0. 
Now we need h n (z) = 7r(z)(z -aiYd^z) where d n (z) is a polynomial of degree < n. Thus, we get
where the entries are as follows. Suppose we have 1 different 7's, the multiplicities are zi, 22,..., i t , respectively (n + 22
Z//i+fc = -^J+i(«i) for fc = 1,2,..., 1/;
<r'(7i)
,.(*'-!)
and A n^xv is defined as in (27). It is obvious that C n^x n tend to a lower triangular matrix with non-zero diagonal elements as n tends to infinity, det(C n5/x x/i) 7^ 0 for n sufficiently large. If we let X* = (n^V^. By the previous proof for /x = 0, we know that for n large enough, det(i4* jl/XI/ ) ^ 0, hence the linear system (30) has a unique solution and linin-^oo X* exists and is bounded. That means h n {z)/{T:{z){z -OLiYq n {z)} is a rational function of type (n,/x + z/) which interpolates f(z) on the set A(n + /x + z/) and (4) is true. Furthermore, we have the estimate
with a non-zero determinant C^. Hence, (3) holds for both /i = 0 and /i > 0. (ii-1)
Let iVi + i X | + i be a diagonal matrix of matrices with diagonal entries iV^, let W/+ixz+i be another diagonal matrix of matrices with its diagonal elements W^i where, for (a) ri -2pi + 1 = Tj -2pj. In this case
Thus by (24), the elements of M*^ tend to a limit:
on the other hand, the elements of M*^-are bounded: 
Generally speaking, we are not sure of the existence of lim^-.oo M*^ for i ^ j. However, for every subsequence there exists a convergent sub-subsequence. Let Mfj be one limit of {Af*^ •}. Furthermore, let M* +lx i +1 be one limit of {M* l _ hlxl+1 }. Then all entries of ^+i x /+i are bounded; some are zero matrices. We state that i det(Mf +lxi+1 ) = Hdet(JWk) • det C^.
(42)
= 1
To verify this statement, we let c* = r; -2pi for 1 < i < /, and by (32), they satisfy
Without loss of generality, we assume that (we can always rearrange ci,C2,... ,Q in such an order that) By repeating these steps, we get (42). Hence,
C2 -
n-*ooNotice that the limit is the same for every convergent subsequence and {M* i+ixi+i} is a bounded sequence. Thus, the above limit is true for the whole sequence. We conclude from (43) that (35) has a unique solution for n large enough, nL(* -ai) Pi K(z)qn(zy which is the rational interpolation of type (n, /x + u) to f(z) on the set A(n + fi + v). Furthermore, we have the estimations for the coefficients:
lim n r &JL n) =0 for A; = 1,2,..., u, any r,
n->-oo
lim rP-^aij = dp < ^f™ forfc = l I 2,. 
Hence, (3) is true for A = maxi<;<z {r; -2pi -1} = maxi<;< m {n -2pi -1}. Here detC njM x/x still tends to a nonzero limit, and we still have
We only need to study M^j now. It is easy to check by Definition 2 that ri -2pi < 0 for 1 < i < m.
Thus, if 2m -I + 1 < j < m, the gn,k,j{z) interpolates an analytic function. Furthermore, the interpolated function (z -aj) k~1+Pj Yl 7^= i^j(z-at) 2pt 7r(z)f(z) has a zero of order k -1 at z = aj and a zero of order 2pi -Vi at z = c^, i 7^ j, 1 < i < m. Hence, for elements of M*^-, (39) is true. This gives us lim M* i A = 0 Pi xpi for 2m -Z + 1 < j < ra, 1 < z < m, i ^ j.
As for a fixed j < 2m -I, M*^ may not tend to a zero matrix, but they are bounded.
In fact, g^\ (z) interpolates an analytic function when rj -pj -k + 1 < 0. For this situation, the above reasoning is still valid. That means
When 1 < k < rj -pj + 1, the interpolated function m has only one pole at z -aj of order rj -Pj -k + 1, and (23) and (24) are true here. For 1 < i < 2m -/, (45) is true; for 2m -l<i<m,
n-»oo for 0 < 5 < Pj -1, 1 < z < m, i 7^ j, k < rj -pj + 1. We conclude that for any convergent subsequence,
Applying reasoning similar to that in Case 2 to the matrix in the first determinant, we deduce that (42) is still true. For the second determinant, lim n -(r i -p i -fc+ i + .) W ( ) = "-(-*+!+-) is) ( ) = f Br,j when * = *+!, n-00 yn.kjK 3J y n ,k^3) | 0 when fc ^ « + 1.
Thus, (37) still holds here. We come to the conclusion for z exterior to Fp, we obtain limsup |i? njM+I/ (z)p n exp(-nG(z))72~A| > 0 except in a finite set.
n-*oo
This means that {i? n , M+I ,(z)}^Lo i s divergent in C\.Ep (J F^ except at finite points. D
Remark. If we let ^n ) = 0 for 1 < i < n + 1, all n, then c<; n (z) = ^n +1 , £7 = {z : |^| < 6} satisfy the assumptions and the multipoint Fade approximations become Fade approximations. Hence, our results also can be applied to Fade approximations.
An example for "bad" i/'s
In this section, we give a proposition about "bad" i/s. The investigation on the poles of {[7i/l](z)}^0 for the function f(z) with exactly two different simple poles (cf. [1] , p.239) has been done. We point out that the limit point set of the poles could make up a continuous curve. Zn,p -, -
where e -2^ := a/6. If ^/TT is rational, then there will be finite distinct poles {z n , p }. For the special case 0 = TT, the Pade approximant [n/l](z) is either a degenerate case or has a constant denominator, so there is no pole. On the other hand, if (p/ir is irrational, by a result due to Bohl, Sierpinski, and Weyl (cf. [10] ), {e^}^ is uniformly distributed on the unit circle, i.e., the sequence is dense on the unit circle. 
-r _ e -(n + 2)i* + a"+2(e" Notice that if |r| ^ 1, then f n / 0 for n large enough; thus [7i/l](z) is a non-degenerate case for n large enough. If r = e %1 for some 7 G [0,27r), then the only degenerate cases are in the subsequence {[^j/l](^)} for n/s satisfying e %1 -e -^^"1 " 1^^. For rij's satisfying e 27 = e""( n J +2^^, the subsequence {[rij/l]^)} has no poles because all denominators are constants.
For the same reason, if ^/TT is rational, then there only will be finite distinct poles {^n,p}-Obviously, if we write ^/TT := tjs where t and s are integers having no common factors, then there will be at most 25 distinct poles. On the other hand, if ^/TT is irrational, then the limit point set of {^n,p} is made up of points of the form Since w = ~l z is a Mobius transformation on the complex plane, it maps a circle not passing through its pole to a circle and a circle passing through its pole to a straight line. For our problem, the circle being mapped is the unit circle, so if |r| = 1, the image set or point set {(x{8) = Re(^), y{9) = Imfa))} is a straight line passing through zero. For |r| ^ 1, since we can find a 0 such that \ZQ\ < 1, (e*^ ^ 1), a part of the circle {(x(0) = Re(z6>), y(0) -Im(^))}, or an arc, is inside \z\ < 1. Now O = { z : |*| < 1; z = a(r "J^^ for 0 < 9 < 2* } is the closure of the set of poles of {[n/l](*)}^= 0 . Because the Pade sequence {[n/1] (z)}$£L 0 converges on 1*1 < 1 except on the limit points of the poles, our proposition is true. □
An example of applications
One application of our results is to Szego polynomials associated with Wiener-Levinson filters [3] . With this asymptotic formula, we can study some interesting behavior of p n (z). We will focus the rest of this section on a discussion of the zero distribution of {pn(z)}'^) =1 . We can get the same theorems as Szabados [9] . However, our proof is much simpler. We will use the notation Z(FN) for the set of cluster-points of the roots of the p n (zys. The function z M /DN{Z) has no zero in |2| > 1 + e for any e > 0. Thus, by Hurwitz's theorem, ^~np n (^) has no zeros in \z\ > 1 + e for n large enough. □
We need a deep and general theorem of Erdos and Turan [2] for the proof of next proposition. □
